2006 yamaha r1 stator

In Stock â€”. Fitment Guaranteed. OEM style replacement stator set to stock specifications.
Comes with a one year manufacturer's warranty. Product Note:. Fitment is guaranteed or your
money back plus free return shipping. Don't waste time installing a product that doesn't fit. We
worked hard ensuring that this product is an exact fit on the vehicles listed below. This stator
that Rick's produces has been a great alternative to the expensive OEM unit for my bike. By
William on February 16, Excellent stator, genuine quality item and a direct OEM replacement. It's
hard to find aftermarket parts like these nowadays. The fit was exact and the materials are
durable. Rick's Motorsports has an impeccable reputation and this stator is a top notch
example. By Raider on July 19, Generally, my electrical system was fired. Well made stator, as
good as OEM, works perfectly. After buying a cheap one on ebay, I decided to go with a quality
Ricks. Installed easy and pair it up with a new regulator. Everything is charging normally again
at factory spec. I purchased back in September and the stator has been good to me! By Roger L.
Pretty straight forward install. By Kody B. Battery was dying on my 07 gsxr , replaced the stock
stator with this. Works amazing and bike runs solid. By tomas r. Honestly I am a guy who only
trusts original parts, but this brand exceeded my expectations. Great performance and you
surely cant beat the price. By Mike W. By Justin J. Gasket isn't included, that was my only
complaint. Got to me quickly and in great shape. Almost identical to the OEM. Great technical
support, correct part as described and machine is running good so far. Thanks Ricks. By
Alexander M. The stator I ordered was delivered ahead of schedule and fit my teryx 4 perfectly. I
only gave it four stars because I haven't gotten to really run my sxs since it was installed. I had
no installation issues. Hopefully it will last a good long while. Product works as good as OEM at
a fraction of the cost. Bought this because of all the positive reviews of this product to replace a
Chinese aftermarket stator I purchased a year ago that has since left my machine on the side of
the trail or stuck not running in the shed. You get what you pay for and this product was well
worth the money. Replacement part for OEM stator, half the cost. Recommended by a
motorcycle forum and my mechanic. Everything lined up and connected easily. Had me back on
the road quickly. By Robert G. I'm a dealer of several companies and I only buy my electronic
parts from Rick's, don't waste your customers or your time and money with ill fitting, short lived
import parts. Rick's is right every time. Hotshoe Customs. By Dennis O. By Steve M. Stator
proved to be very well made, easy to install, good instructions. Also came in timely fashion, as
promised. I appreciate your product, and services. Thank You. By Lawrence M. By Jerry R. By
Marisol C. By Christopher C. By Justin E. By Trevor A. By Lowell M. There is no gasket included
with the Rick's Motorsports stator. If you're careful when removing the stator cover and find the
gasket to be in good condition, it may be possible to re-use it when servicing your machine.
Otherwise, we do have a wide selection of Rick's Motorsports Stator Gaskets available should
you find the condition of the OEM gasket unacceptable for re-use. They are aftermarket stators
that are designed to meet or exceed OEM specifications for the model you select. And, unlike
OEM stators, these are covered by a one year manufacturer's warranty. Rick's stators are
designed to work just like the stock charging system on your machine. So yes, you can indeed
use these stators with a lithium battery and they will not affect the battery's performance. If the
regulator fails, then the chances of battery damage regardless of its type are greater since it
would be putting unconditioned power straight into the electrical system and the battery itself.
It's certainly possible if your machine has a three-phase regulator. In the event that one or more
of those diodes has failed, the stator would be running overtime trying to charge your battery
on a single phase and eventually burn out. For this reason, we recommend replacing the stator
along with the regulator to be sure both of those items are fully functional. As noted in the
example above, when the rectifier goes, the stator is stressed as well, and may be on the end of
its life as well. The vast majority of Rick's stators come with an OEM plug and the rubber
grommet attached. In the case where those are not included, you will have to re-use the OEM
connector or grommet in order to install the stator. Your best bet would be to start going
through the wires between the stator, regulator and the battery on your bike. Check them for the
kind of wear that may be exposing previously shielded wires. In addition, if your bike is
equipped with lots of electrical accessories, these may be more than an OEM, or
OEM-replacement charging system could handle. Of course, in which case, the battery would
never obtain a full charge while those other items sucked the power out of the system.
Everything we sell that's labeled as an Exact Fit item is guaranteed to fit the model you select
from our drop down fit guide. We have a team dedicated to making sure every product that has
a fit selection is correct for your bike. Check our Fitment Guarantee for more details on why our
fit guide is the best in the aftermarket motorcycle parts business! For your situation, the best
place to check would be the grounds for the ignition system; e. Hondas operates on a normally
closed ignition circuit. In this way, when the kill switch is activated, the system is losing ground
breaking the circuit as opposed to a traditional system like Yamaha, Kawasaki and Suzuki that

grounds out the coil causing spark to stop before the plug. Both books have excellent
descriptions for diagnosing various electrical gremlins that are common on that particular
machine. Since all of the wires supply the same amount of power to the Vulcan regulator, it
doesn't matter how they're wired in. You may wire them in any order you see fit. Yes, we do
have an aftermarket stator that'll fit a Ninja R. Just choose the Kawasaki ZXC Ninja R stator from
our fit guide, and we'll send you a stator that'll bolt straight onto your bike. You will, however,
need to re-use the OEM grommet that goes in the stator cover to complete the installation since
Rick's was not able to source that particular part from any of their vendors. So long as you have
that, you'll be all set! Ricks' aftermarket stator for the Suzuki King Quad does not include a
trigger coil. Once you select your machine from our fit guide, you'll see exactly what's included
with the stator for your machine. In the instance you need a crank KindQuad crank sensor,
check out our selection of Rick's Motorsports Trigger Coil to get what you need! All Rick's
Motorsports Electrics products that we sell are built new by the manufacturer. They're even
covered by a one year manufacturer's warranty. There's no need to cut or splice anything to fit it
on your machine. What you see photographed after you select your bike from our fit guide is
exactly what you'll receive. As it's designed to be an exact aftermarket ZX-6R stator
replacement, it'll bolt straight on without issue! As long as you are selecting your exact model
from our drop down menu Polaris Ranger 4x4, that part would be a directly replacement for the
OEM Polaris part number All Rick's stators come with a one year manufacturer warranty directly
with Rick's Motorsport Electrics. In the unlikely event you were to experience an issue with a
Rick's stator within one year of purchase, simply reach out to us and we can file the warranty
claim to get the process started. Those are to stay in place, they hold the wires in place to keep
them from being caught by the rotor assembly. Do not remove them. If you were to choose the
Yamaha YX Radian replacement stator from our fit guide, you'd receive the correct stator fit
your machine. Yes, if you were to select the Suzuki GSX-R stator from our fit guide, which is
immediate to the right of the main image on our website, you'd receive the correct stator to fit
your machine. No hardware is included with this stator. You are to re-use the OEM mounting
hardware to complete this installation. Fits: [ Change Vehicle ]. Fitment Note:. Quantity Select
Quantityâ€¦. Add to Cart. Need Help? Larger Image. Previous Next. Vehicle Fitment Select Your
Ride. V92C Standard Cruiser Customer Reviews Write Review. Value: 5 stars. This stator saved
the day and got my Shadow back on the road! Shes now charging just like new. Installation was
easy and my charging issue went away. Couldn't ask for more. Good stator!! It seems to be
working fine now, time will tell. Value: 3 stars. Value: 4 stars. Great product. Very affordable
prices with fast delivery! Perfect fit, it seems to be working so far. Just what I needed. Fits great,
works even better. Nothing else left to say. Little pricey but everything worked out! Product and
shipping was good! Perfect fit and worked. Can't ask for anything more. Great parts! I highly
recommend. Works great and was exactly as it was advertised. I will purchase from here again.
Great part, fit well. No problems what so ever! Great product, best I ever bought. Works like it is
supposed to. Everything went great! Stator was better than new one from dealer, looks and
works great. Good parts. Good product. Very fast and part fit perfectly, definitely will be
ordering all my parts from them. Works great. Great quality. Write Review. Answer Question By:
Cesar. Answer Question By: Guest. Can you use a lithium battery and it not affect the stator life
or performance. Answer Question By: Becca. Answer Question By: dave. Does it come with
plug and rubber attached. Answer Question By: melvin. Can this fit a Kawasaki Ninja R. Does
this fit a Suzuki King Quad ? I am mainly interested in what comes with this. Does this come
with the crank position sensor? Answer Question By: Abbey. Do I need the rectifier wiring
harness or does this come with the plug? Answer Question By: Deez Pecans. Answer Question
By: Jorge. Answer Question By: danno. Answer Question By: Mark H. Answer Question By:
Ruger. Does this Come with the bolts to hold the stator? Ask a Question. Please enable
JavaScript so that Parts Giant can work properly privacy policy. Varies make selection above.
Most of these bikes will have at least one flywheel failure in their lifetime so far. Low quality
epoxy was used on OEM flywheels to secure the magnets to the rotor body. Over time and many
heat cycles, the epoxy fails allowing the magnets to come loose and contact the stator,
potentially causing catastrophic damage. Improved epoxy Uses high temperature epoxy that is
stronger than OEM, eliminating the possibility of magnet detachment. High grade steel capping
Prevents heat and friction from degrading the epoxy attaching the magnets. Though extremely
unlikely, if a magnet did ever come loose, it would remain in the sleeve preventing contact with
the stator. Precise balancing Eliminates crankshaft vibrations for longer engine longevity. Shop
with confidence Two years warranty. All products are tested. Quick stronger epoxy fixes do
repair flywheels in short term. It might however impair long term performance and reliability of
your ride. Remaining OEM magnets: Original magnets remaining can still come loose at any
time. Magnet alignment: The alignment of magnets around the flywheel is critical for proper

stator operation. Even very fine misalignment will reduce stator efficiency significantly. Magnet
spacing: Excessive epoxy or incorrect magnet spacing around the flywheel can easily affect the
flywheel balance. This can cause stator contact or even crankshaft damages. Stator failure can
occur quickly with stronger magnets and stator output can be decreased significantly using
weaker magnets. Wrong epoxy properties: Epoxy that is not rated to permanently handle high
temperatures can quickly cause a serious failure. Oil contamination: Wrong epoxy for the
application can also contaminate the crankcase oil, damaging the motor. All these reasons
make us strongly recommend that you replace your broken flywheel with our new heavy duty
flywheel. Before attempting to start your Yamaha motorcycle adjusting the air gap is necessary.
Our multiple North American locations, from which we ship our products, allows us to deliver If
your item is not available in our main Colorado facility, we still guarantee that your order will be
delivered within the specified time period. If your item is not delivered within this time period,
we will offer you a 5. International Buyers: Import duties, taxes, and charges are not included in
the item price or shipping cost. These charges are the buyer's responsibility. More than 20
years of assisting mechanics around the world resolving the worst electrical problems made us
know our stuff. When it comes to vehicle electrics, we definitively are the power in powersports.
Great product. New replacement part is a way better design. Got here sooner than it was
supposed to. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: racetechelectric. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: rmstatorinc. We'll take a look and remove the review if it
doesn't follow our guidelines. A Heavy Duty Flywheel to the rescue! Don't waste time with
temporary solutions, and start fixing your ride like a pro! Why cheap repairs won't work?
Customer service Part request. About us About seller page Add seller to favorite. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Postage and handling. This item can be sent to
Ukraine , but the seller has not specified postage options. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Postage cost can't be calculated.
Please enter a valid postcode. There are 1, items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1, Select a valid country. Please enter five or nine numbers for the postcode. Estimated
between Fri. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Return policy. You must
return items in their original packaging and in the same condition as when you received them. If
you don't follow our item condition policy for returns , you may not receive a full refund.
Refunds by law: In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if
the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or don't match the seller's description. More
information at returns. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on rmstatorinc from
others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Great buy for the money, lightning fast
shipping. Highly recommend seller. Neutral feedback. Quality must be improved. It has metal
burrs inside. Surface roughness is weak. See all. Ratings and reviews Write a review. Most
relevant reviews. New part is a way better design than OEM. X Previous image. Great product
Worked perfectly X Previous image. Better than oem Better than oem X Previous image. Perfect
Perfect X Previous image. Why is this review inappropriate? It's spam, or has links There are
copyright or trademark issues It's offensive or has profanity It includes feedback about the
seller Something else Cancel. We got your report We'll take a look and remove the review if it
doesn't follow our guidelines. Back to home page Return to top. Zambia Zimbabwe There are 1,
items available. Postcode: Please enter a valid postcode. Standard International Shipping.
Expedited International Shipping. Skip to main content. Related: yamaha r1 motor yamaha r1
carbon. Include description. NGK 3 Items 3. Possbay 5 Items 5. TCMT 2 Items 2. Unbranded 21
Items Yamaha Items No Warranty 21 Items Unspecified Length 4 Items 4. Machine Type. Street
Motorcycle Items Not Specified Items New 45 Items Used Items Please provide a valid price
range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America.
Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show
only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More
filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize. Shipping not specified. Free returns.
Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars
and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion
rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page
was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each
listing for international shipping options and costs. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual.
When used in races, riders must mount the YZF-R1 racing kit at their own discretion after
checking the rules of competition issued by the sponsor. Page 4 3 Tightening Torque List Since
these spark plugs have a copper gasket, caution is needed during installation on the following
points. Page 9 Measuring the volume of the cylinder head combustion chamber To obtain the
highest performance for race use, the four cylinders should be uniform. If you modify the head
cylinder, always measure the combustion chamber volume and do the work based on the

measured value. Measure the volume of the combustion chamber of the cylinder head
commonly called the dome volume as follows. The camshaft, valve spring and ECU in this set
can only be used in the following combinations. Installing the Plate Secure the plate onto the
throttle body. As shown, secure the plate only at two positions below, using the supplied
screws 25 mm long. Page 14 3. Installing the Lever Assembly Secure the lever assembly onto
the plates. Using the supplied screws 30 mm long , secure the assembly at the locations as
shown. Holes for installation 4. Installing the Primary Funnels Secure the primary funnel by
screwing it into the plate. Page 15 6. Start by clipping the ball joint on the electric motor side,
then clip the other side of the rod to the clip of the lever assembly. Motor side Clip Ball joint
Installing the Primary Funnels Screw on the Primary funnels on the throttle body. Put only the 4
lower screws like on the photo. Page 17 3. Installing the Lever Assembly Put the screws in the
holes of the supports then take the assembly previously mounted and place them on the pins
fitted in the primary funnel. Installing the STD Connecting Rod Start by clipping the ball joint on
the electric motor side, then clip the other side of the rod to the clip of the upper shaft. Page 18
6. Installing the Secondary Funnel Install the secondary funnel onto the lever assembly. Clip the
secondary funnel on the 2 shafts and make sure every clips are correctly linked. Ycci System
Control You can use the Ycci system as the kit funnel. Left side This part is used to enhance
maintenance performance of the throttle body. Before using it, cut off the protrusion for
positioning bands at the cabjoint. Cut it off The part has a collar to prevent over-tightening.
Page 21 â€” 17 â€” Page 24 Setting of back torque limiter of clutch. A clutch with a back torque
limiter mechanism is installed in the YZF-R1 engines. The operation of the back torque limiter
can be adjusted through adjusting: the number of SHIMs set up for the kit ; Page Transmission
Gear Select the gear after referring to the speed table and the ratio table. Kit gears cannot use
combine standard gear. Page 32 30 32 â€” 28 â€” Page Transmission Assembly Transmission
Assembly The seal side should face outward one side seal bearing and press in the bearing cup
all the way into the case until it touches bottom. Apply molybdenum oil to inside of diameter.
After assembly, it should rotate smoothly. Apply molybdenum oil to the inside diameter and
end. Page Drive Sprockets Page 37 Crankcase Crankcase â€” 33 â€” Page Shock Absorber Rear
14B Low-speed compression damping adjustor bolt width 4mm, hexagonal hole Rebound
damping Page 39 Rebound Damping Adjustment Method Turn clockwise to increase the
damping force and anticlockwise to reduce the damping force. The adjustment range is between
3 to 20 steps back from the lightly tightened adjustor position. Shipping position: 15 steps back
from the tightened adjustor position. Page 40 â€” 36 â€” Page Spring Rear Shock You can also
use two shims together. Page Front Fork Assy Page 44 Damping Adjustment Method Turn
clockwise to increase the damping force and anticlockwise to reduce the damping force.
Shipping position Rebound : 10 steps back from the tightened adjustor position. Page 45 â€” 41
â€” Page 46 â€” 42 â€” Page Spring Front Fork FORK Turn the damping adjustor and preload
adjustor anticlockwise to set to the weakest position. After fixing the axle bracket in a vice, turn
the fork bolt anticlockwise to lower the outer tube until the dust seal touches the upper surface
of the axle bracket. Rebound damping adjustor Preload adjustor Fork bolt Page 49 5. Remove
the push rod and fit the rod to the piston rod. Page 50 8. Remove the washer, special nut and
spring guide and replace the spring. Page 51 References Front and rear load changes and front
and rear suspension movement in different scenarios. Load change The wider the throttle is
opened, the more the load is concentrated on the rear. Front fork Reaches nearly maximum
extended stroke. Page Seat Cushion 13S Cut to any size for use. This part is an assembly of
bearings, spacers and an air valve in a STD wheel. Page Throttle Set 14B-C Page Tube Guide
5Vy Page Cable Interface 13SA Cam angle sensor malfunctions. Crank angle sensor
malfunctions. Intake pressure sensor malfunctions piping system. Finished with joint in Wire
Harness. Page 65 Installing Wire Harness: 1. Remove the STD wire harness from the chassis.
Install the wire harness from the kit by reference to the service manual. Pass the wire harness
through the hole in the cable holder side and secure it with a clamp at the location indicated.
Wire harness â€” 62 â€” Page 67 NOTICE The wire from the ACM is designed to be so long that
for routing it, enough care should be taken not to allow it to hang out of the chassis or to
interfere with other parts. Page 68 Installing ECU: 1. Cut the shaded area off the battery box to
provide an installation area for fixing for BRKT5 seat. Page 71 x The switch installed to the STD
machine may be used as is. See diagram 3. Connecting them may cause a malfunction. See
diagram 6. See diagram 7. For details of the specifications of the data logger, please access the
website. Page 73 x This harness comes with a coupler black 2-pole, plug for use with a quick
shifter. Diagram 8 Connector for steering damper Connector for quick shifter â€” This set is
used in endurance races in combination with the kit harness for turning on the STD headlights
and taillights. Page 75 â€” 71 â€” Page Acm Set 14B-F Part Name Thread dia. Page 78 Engine To
be tightened Part No. Page 79 Engine To be tightened Part No. Page 80 Engine To be tightened

Part No. Page 81 Engine To be tightened Part No. Page 82 Engine To be tightened Part No. Page
83 Engine To be tightened Part No. Page 84 Engine To be tightened Part No. Page 85 Chassis To
be tightened Part No. Page 86 Chassis To be tightened Part No. Page 87 Chassis To be
tightened Part No. Tighten the bolts in the tightening sequence of 1 to 10 to After loosening the
bolts once in the tightening sequence of 1 to 10, retighten them one by one to Page 90 â€” 86
â€” Print page 1 Print document 92 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Skip to main content. Related:
yamaha outboard stator. Include description. Caltric Items Ricks Motorsport Electric Items
Rmstator Items Unbranded Items Yamaha Items Machine Type. Street Motorcycle 1, Items 1,
Off-road Motorcycle Items Dual Sport Motorcycle Items Not Specified 2, Items 2, No Warranty
Items Unspecified Length Items New 13, Items 13, Used 8, Items 8, Not Specified 9 Items 9.
Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location.
Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store
Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Gallery View Customize. Other Personal Watercraft
Parts. Personal Watercraft Body Parts. Snowmobile Electrical Components. Shipping not
specified. Free returns. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in
currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars
based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the
Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. Discussion in ' 5th Generation ' started by Rubo , Jul 7, Log in or Sign up. I decided to
post everything related to stator and regulator failures and solutions. Why such common
failures. I believe problem is caused by stators thin low grade wires and the connection plug to
regulator. Plug is poorly designed and any moisture,wire heating causes the plug to melt thus
shorting the stator. It does not help that old style regulators produce lot of heat which
contribute to melting. Some soldered these 3 yellow wires directly to regulator but it does not
solve the old style regulator which is prone to overheat and fail usually miles away on the road.
To have a peace of mind here are some solutions. You want 04 or newer Yamaha R1 regulator.
Must be mosfet new cooler design. Lot of guys installed computer pc fans to help cooling but
honestly why not just install more efficient unit which runs cool and you can actually put your
hand on it. You slightly cut the fins part touching the rear fairing to fit. It won't damage regulator
since as you can see it has very long fins. You want to buy plug in wiring from here. I
recommend solder direct stator wires and eliminate this weak point. Heat shrink wrap and you'll
fine your bike will run better. By doing the wiring this way you bypass factory set up which is
not designed well. Last edited: Jul 7, Rubo , Jul 7, This ad does not show to logged in members.
Click here to register for free. Stator check. I like this video. If that checks out, then the
alternator is fine. To check the output of stator 1. Set voltmeter to AC 3. Attach probes to yellow
wires make sure they don't touch each-other otherwise you will short the stator. I suggest
wrapping with electrical tape 4. Start the bike 5. Reading should be 20v or higher depending on
RPM. I suggest keep same RPM and test all 3 wires to see if their output is the same. If any
wires put out significantly less output then others then you have failed unit. Optional info When
I had to replace my stator I had difficulty opening stator cover. Reason is Honda gasket has glue
which really creates strong binding. Someone here suggested using rubber millet on the side
cover and it worked. I really sweated on that one. Being frugal and imaginative I decided to
make my own gasket from cereal box paper. Cut with blade and use paper punch for holes.
Smear bicycle or any grease lightly on paper both sides before installing. Tight everything up
but not super tight. Check torque settings. Notes You can buy gasket paper from auto store if
cereal paper does not sound right to you. I installed mine with zero leaks. Advantage next time I
am there I wont scrape that glue and won't be down 18 dollars which Honda charges for piece of
paper. I found that if you just go to Vegas, burn the shit out of your stator, then drop into
Racer's Edge there, you can get an aftermarket brought in from Wisconsin because to OEM's
are back ordered for a considerable time. I have to say again, they looked after me quite well as
did my hostess while ai was there. But thanks for this post. Another video showing Stator Test.
Everyone should be easily able to do these tests after watching the vids and reading the steps.
Before you take the bike to mechanic perform these tests yourself and possibly save hundreds
of dollars. Rubo , Jul 8, Some helpful tips on metripack connections which works with Yamaha
R1 regulator MP Help I wished I saw this page before installing mine R1 regulator. I did it
without soldering 1st and my output was not good. Realizing my mistake I had to undo my metri
connection and pull out the connections and solder them. Be careful soldering. Steps and
images are in the link. Below image is an example. Key here is not overdoing because the
connection wont slide into its place in the plug. Worth reading all the steps on the link. Pliskin ,

Jul 8, Rubo - good idea to throw out there a catch all thread for charging stuff. We can then just
copy the thread link for people. Crispy wires? Not good. The stator connector is the number one
burn it up connector on the bike. ThenGo through this starting point quick list. You will need a
multimeter too. Steps: - Recharge battery overnite - then to take it to Autozone or similar to load
test. Buy new if needed. Should be in Its not unusual for the system to be in discharge at idle.
Updated June Seemed to be a bit of confusion on whats a pass and whats a fail. Engine off 1.
Pull connector apart. Set meter to resistance. Check continuity from each A,B,C pin to ground,
-- -should be infinity - nada nothing. Connector still apart , engine off - 3. Crank it back up. Do
another pin to pin thing, but set meter on AC volts. What's da numbers? Should start 15 ish and
climb 50ish and more. Then also, you can have both bad.. August Updated Sept There have
been a few misinterpretations so I am revising the notes IF you can find the problem while the
bike is shall we say cold, then there is no need to do it hot. But if it come out on the stator test
to seem to show no clues, then do it hotish, before the fan would kick in Hope this helps gang.
This quick list will catch the obvious stuff, but if you need to dig deeper check this chart.
August Added stator testing and total system note. Beers to all Last edited: Aug 27, KMFC likes
this. Update July - Since I seem lately to be the neighborhood bike geek that can be suckered
into working for beers, I have evolved to either doing the solder and heat shrink thing or have
done the double wire overlap with 10 gauge copper butt connector thing, double pro-crimp it
and then heat shrink I re-did my own bike this way. Cycle terminal is still a great resource. New
connector source Lots of motorcycle connectors! Good prices! You need a good quality
automotive crimp tool or a crimp tool and solder the joint like Rubo's post -- 6 above. Last
edited: Jun 26, This needs to be pinned. Thank you. FhAA and SH -- use anything else at your
own peril No Ricks, No Electrosport No OEM. I am leaving it here for education and interest The
new tech SH is a series type that works like it should, no 10k rpm peak out to 17 volts Less
stress on the stator, thus longer stator life, somewhat cooler running engine. Not going into the
technical explaination here. The caveats - Cost more, you have to do your own wire and
connector job and because it was designed as a Harley part, Compufire wont offer a warranty
for it if you use it on a VFR. You get the part and have to figure it out. I went this way as did
some others. Please, if you do a half ass job on this one, your wasting your bucks, dont bother.
And While for the moment I am still running mine, I do see that it is giving hints that its days
may be numbered, with higher voltage spikes on the voltmeter. Last edited: Oct 5, Update July
My understanding is that Gary at custom rewind has MS and is difficult to talk to on the phone.
Be patient and I hear he still does a good job.. I have a stator in the tool box I am sending to him
soon. Other stator sources My rides stator is fine, but if I need one, I am tempted to go to this
guy - Gary at custom rewind. COM He will do the job any way you want - stock or he'll bump
wire gauges up if you want. Well that's one of the achilles heels of the stocker, the 16 guage
stator wire could stand to be at least 14 or Prices are very fair too. Some on the "other" site
have gone that way and it worked out fine. Last edited: Jul 31, Mello Dude Thank you for all your
outstanding useful posts. Rubo - back at 'cha, your idea. But the thread is overdue, we
2013 ford fusion manual transmission
polaris sportsman 500 service manual pdf
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keep repeating the same debug job. Now we can say go here Lot of people keep asking the
same questions. Rubo , Jul 31, Car Electronics Products? Product Information? Interesting and
a lot of good tips. That lasted until April '11, the crimp connectors showed obvious heat damage
and the twisted and wrapped side had burnt completely through. That lasted until yesterday.
The soldered connections at the other end still looked fine, no heat damage. Cutting out the
connectors though left me without enough wire length so I soldered in a new splice at both
ends. Bike was running fine today with good voltages. I guess I'll know in about 18 months if
the soldered connections at both ends solve the issue. I'm planning to add a voltmeter soon to
keep an eye on it. Last edited: Feb 22, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

